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The Use of Voltage Transformers for the
Measurement of Power System Subharmonics in

Compliance With International Standards
Gabriella Crotti , Giovanni D’Avanzo , Palma Sara Letizia , and Mario Luiso , Member, IEEE

Abstract— The measurement of subharmonics in distribution1

systems requires instrument transformers to reduce voltage and2

current to levels fitting with the low-voltage input of the power3

quality (PQ) instruments. The in-force international standards4

establish algorithms and methods for detecting, measuring,5

and reporting subharmonics. In particular, the IEC 61000-4-76

suggests performing the discrete Fourier transform over basic7

time frames of ten cycles (12 cycles) for the 50-Hz (60 Hz)8

power frequency. Considering the case of 50-Hz constant power9

frequency, the spectral analysis is performed with a fixed spectral10

resolution of 5 Hz; thus, subharmonics with a frequency not11

integer multiple of 5 Hz could introduce inaccuracies in the12

measurements because of the spectral leakage. In this framework,13

this article investigates the additional error contributions that14

can be introduced by voltage transformers (VTs) used, at the15

input of PQ instruments, to measure subharmonics in compliance16

with international standards. The analysis is conducted through17

numerical simulations and experimental tests on two commercial18

VTs based on different operating principles. Results show that19

the use of a VT to measure subharmonics, in compliance with20

international standards, could introduce higher additional errors21

compared to the ratio errors of the same device evaluated at22

subharmonic frequencies.
23

Index Terms— Harmonics, inductive voltage transformers24

(VTs), instrument transformer (IT), low-power VTs (LPVTs),25

power quality (PQ), power system measurements, subharmonics.26

27

I. INTRODUCTION28

THE large-scale introduction of distributed generation sys-29

tems based on renewable sources and the spreading of30

electronic loads is turning the power grids into increasingly31

complex systems characterized by increasing disturbances.32
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In this scenario, the accurate monitoring of power quality (PQ) 33

parameters is gaining more and more importance [1], [2], [3], 34

and several international standards [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] 35

dealing with this topic have been released. 36

The measurement chain for PQ monitoring in medium- 37

voltage (MV) and high-voltage (HV) systems commonly 38

includes instrument transformers (ITs) to scale the voltage 39

and current to levels fitting with the input of PQ instruments 40

(PQIs). Nevertheless, the performance of ITs in the presence 41

of PQ phenomena represents an issue only partially addressed 42

in the literature [10], [11], [12], [13] and technical reports 43

[14]. 44

Among the PQ phenomena, the monitoring of harmonics 45

and interharmonics plays a crucial role because their presence 46

causes many problems, such as overheating of conductors, 47

losses in power transformers, improper functioning of electric 48

motors, and damage to power factor capacitors. 49

Subharmonics are particular cases of interharmonics; 50

in fact, they are defined as components with frequen- 51

cies lower and, consequently, not integer multiples of 52

the fundamental frequency at which the supply system is 53

designed to operate. Subharmonics are injected into the 54

power grid by distributed generation systems, such as wind 55

farms [15], [16], hydropowers [17] or photovoltaic plants 56

[18], and loads, such as arc furnaces and cycloconverters 57

[19], [20], [21]. 58

The detection and measurement of power system subhar- 59

monics are covered by international standards [22], [23], which 60

define the measurement methods, time frames, and indices. 61

For the evaluation of subharmonics, as well as harmonics 62

and interharmonics, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 63

performed with a rectangular window is one of the processing 64

tools recommended by the standard [22], which indicates 65

as basic measurement time frame an interval equal to ten 66

cycles (12 cycles) for 50-Hz (60-Hz) systems. Considering 67

power systems operating at 50 Hz, frequency variations over 68

time can occur, leading to variable time frames that are not 69

always equal to 200 ms. In the following, this article will 70

refer to the specific case in which the power frequency is 71

constant and fixed to 50 Hz. This restriction is intended to 72

simplify the analysis by avoiding the error contribution due to 73

the algorithm for power frequency estimation. However, the 74

presented results hold true regardless of the specific case that 75

is taken into account, as long as the additional error of the 76

power frequency synchronization algorithm with the network 77

frequency is considered. 78
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Under the assumption of power frequency constant and79

equal to 50 Hz, the spectral analysis for the measurement of80

power system subharmonics is performed with a fixed spectral81

resolution equal to 5 Hz. However, the resolution of 5 Hz82

might not be sufficient for proper detection of subharmonics,83

especially when subharmonics with a frequency not integer84

multiple of 5 Hz are present, since they produce spectral85

leakage that can badly affect the results [24].86

Crotti et al. [21] have experimentally shown how sub-87

harmonics, having realistic amplitudes and frequencies, can88

impact the performance of inductive voltage transformers89

(VTs) when they are used for harmonic measurements.90

Taking another step forward in this context, this article91

focuses on the performances of inductive VTs and low-power92

VTs (LPVTs), in the measurements of subharmonics, when93

these measurements are performed following the guidelines94

given by the international standard [22]. The study is carried95

out in three stages. In the first stage, the case of an ideal96

PQI compliant with [22] is considered. Numerical simulations97

are used to study the errors introduced by such a PQI in the98

measurement of the first interharmonic group [5, 45] Hz in99

the presence of subharmonics that cause spectral leakage (i.e.,100

in the ranges ]0, 5[ and ]45, 50[ Hz). Then, different numerical101

simulations are performed to study what happens when an IT102

is used upstream of a PQI for the measurement of the first103

interharmonic group. In particular, several ITs are simulated104

with the aim of performing a sensitivity analysis regarding how105

the IT error is affected by its different frequency response para-106

meters. Finally, experimental tests on two commercial devices107

are carried out to accurately quantify their error contributions108

in the measurement of subharmonics in accordance with [22].109

The activity presented in this article is developed in the110

framework of a European metrology research project: EMPIR111

project 19NRM05 IT4PQ [25]. The main goal of this project112

is to establish the methods and procedures for assessing113

the errors introduced by ITs when they are involved in PQ114

applications.115

This article is organized as follows. Section II discusses the116

algorithms for the subharmonics measurement and introduces117

possible performance indices (PIs) for quantifying the errors118

introduced by ITs. Sections III and IV show the results119

of numerical simulations for the evaluation of the deviation120

introduced, respectively, by an ideal PQI, compliant with [22]121

and [23], and by a linear IT in the subharmonics measure-122

ment. Section VI describes the generation and measurement123

setup for the laboratory characterization of inductive VTs and124

LPVTs. Section VII provides experimental results related to125

tests performed on a commercial inductive VT and a com-126

mercial LPVT. Finally, Section VIII draws the conclusions.127

II. STANDARD METHODS AND INDICES FOR128

SUBHARMONIC MEASUREMENTS129

This section introduces the standard methods and indices130

to evaluate the subharmonics, but more in general also har-131

monic and interharmonic components, in power systems. The132

standard methods and indices are mainly defined in standards133

dealing with harmonics and interharmonics measurement [4],134

Fig. 1. Interharmonic group and centered interharmonic subgroup.

[5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. It is important to highlight that this work 135

refers to methods and indices defined for Class A PQIs (PQI- 136

A) used when accurate measurements are necessary [5], [6], 137

[7], [8], [9]. Without loss of generality, this article will refer to 138

50-Hz power systems; very similar results can be obtained for 139

60-Hz power systems by changing the involved frequencies 140

and the duration of the time frame chosen for the analysis 141

of the waveforms. Thus, with particular reference to a 50-Hz 142

constant power system, the standard [22] suggests using the 143

DFT on time frames of 200 ms, resulting in a fixed frequency 144

resolution equal to 5 Hz, for the measurement of harmonic 145

and interharmonic components. 146

Since the frequencies of interest in this work are in the 147

range ]0, 50[ Hz, the measurement indices used to quantify 148

the interharmonic components at frequencies lower than 50 Hz 149

are the interharmonic group Yg and the gapless interharmonic 150

centered subgroup Ycsg [22], as illustrated in Fig. 1 and defined 151

as in (1) and (2) considering the case of h = 0 152

Yg =
√√√√ 8∑

m=1

V 2
h· f 1+m·r (1) 153

Ycsg =
√

Y 2
g − V 2

h· f 1+r − V 2
h· f 1+8·r (2) 154

where Yg is the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of all the 155

interharmonic components in the frequency interval between 156

two consecutive harmonic frequencies; Ycsg is the RMS value 157

of the interharmonic group excluding the interharmonic com- 158

ponents adjacent to the harmonics; V 2
h· f 1+m·r is the RMS value 159

of the voltage at (h· f 1 + m · r) frequency; f1 is the power 160

frequency; and r is the frequency resolution equal to 5 Hz. 161

The conventional indices used to evaluate the ITs accuracy 162

and assign the accuracy class are the ratio and phase errors 163

defined at power frequency [26], [27]. In this work, the defin- 164

ition of ratio and phase errors has been extended, considering 165

the indices in (1) and (2). The IT-PI is defined as follows: 166

εη = kr Yη,s − Yη,p

Yη,p
(3) 167

where kr = Vp,r/Vs,r is the rated transformation ratio at 50 Hz 168

(Vp,r and Vs,r are the rated primary and secondary voltages 169

at 50 Hz); Yη,p and Yη,s are the interharmonic group (η = g) 170
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Fig. 2. Comparison between time behavior of the actual value (circle marker)
of Yg and the value evaluated according to the IEC 61000-4-7 standard (solid
line) of a voltage signal including 1 V at 50 Hz and 10 mV subharmonic at
5.1 Hz.

or the gapless centered interharmonic subgroup (η = csg) at171

the primary and secondary sides of the IT. These indices allow172

evaluating the accuracy of the ITs when they are used for the173

measurement of subharmonics in compliance with [22].174

As mentioned in Section I, the use of the DFT on a time175

frame of 200 ms, when the analyzed signal contains compo-176

nents with frequencies not integer multiple of 5 Hz, produces177

inaccurate results due to the spectral leakage [28], [29], [30],178

[31], [32]. In fact, in these cases, since the periodicity of179

the signal is longer than 200 ms, the portions of the signal180

analyzed in two adjacent 200-ms time frames differ among181

them. Therefore, the DFT produces different results over182

different time frames, causing a time-varying behavior of the183

analyzed quantities. An example is provided in Fig. 2 that184

shows two Yg curves of the same voltage signal composed of185

a fundamental tone, at 50 Hz and 1 V, and by a subharmonic,186

at 5.1 Hz and 10 mV. The circle marker curve is the Yg actual187

value, obtained performing the DFT over a time frame equal188

to the signal periodicity (10 s), whereas the solid line is the189

Yg value obtained performing the DFT over 200 ms. As it can190

be observed, because of the algorithm, the measured Yg has191

a mean value of 10 mV, but it oscillates in the range [9.9,192

10.09] mV.193

This example highlights that there can be situations in194

which, even if the signal is stationary, since it is analyzed over195

a time frame shorter than its periodicity, the indices in (1)196

and (2) have a time-varying behavior, leading also the PIs197

in (3) to have the same behavior. To take into account the198

variability of (3), it is convenient to introduce the index (4),199

which quantifies the maximum absolute value of (3)200

ξη = max∪τn

∣∣εη

∣∣ (4)201

where ∪τn is the union of the nonoverlapping time frames202

(each one ten cycles of the 50-Hz tone) in which εη is203

evaluated.204

III. IMPACT OF SIGNAL PROCESSING205

This section aims at quantifying the error introduced by the206

signal processing suggested by [22] for the measurement of207

Yg and Ycsg when subharmonics with frequencies in the range 208

[0.1, 49.9] Hz are present in the analyzed signal. 209

For this purpose, two different simulations are performed. 210

In the first step, only subharmonic components in the range 211

[5, 45] Hz are considered, whereas, in the second step, also, 212

the subharmonics outside this frequency range are included in 213

the analysis. It is worth highlighting that the first step of the 214

analysis focuses on the first interharmonic group defined by 215

[22]. Additional tones, in the ranges ]0, 5[ and ]45, 50[ Hz, 216

adjacent to the first interharmonic group, are included in 217

the second step. As a result of the mismatch between the 218

periods of these components and the time frame used for the 219

analysis, they can introduce spectral leakage into the [5, 45] Hz 220

frequency range. 221

The PIs used for this analysis are the same introduced in 222

Section II for the IT [see (3) and (4)]. In particular, εη is 223

obtained by assuming the following. 224

1) kr = 1 V/V. 225

2) Yη,p equal to the actual value (obtained by performing 226

the DFT on a time frame equal to an integer multiple 227

of the signal periodicity). 228

3) Yη,s is equal to the value calculated by implementing the 229

measurement method indicated by the standard [22]. 230

A. Case of a Single Subharmonic 231

In the first case, a voltage signal composed of a fundamental 232

tone plus one subharmonic, as described in (5), is numerically 233

simulated 234

s1(t) = A f sin(2π f0t)+ Asub−h sin(2π fsub−ht+ϕsub−h). (5) 235

The fundamental tone has amplitude A f equal to 1 V, 236

and the frequency f0 is fixed to 50 Hz; in this way, using 237

a sampling frequency equal to an integer multiple of the 238

signal frequency, there is no need for a specific technique 239

to estimate the signal frequency. Therefore, there is perfect 240

synchronization between the fundamental tone and the 200-ms 241

time frame, avoiding the spectral leakage contribution due to 242

the fundamental component. The subharmonic has amplitude 243

Asub−h equal to 1% of A f , frequency fsub−h variable in the 244

range [5, 45] Hz with a frequency step equal to 0.25 Hz, 245

and initial phase angle ϕsub−h randomly (uniform distribution) 246

variable in the range [−π , π]. The signals are numerically 247

generated for a time duration of 10 s, and 100 initial phase 248

angles ϕsub−h are extracted for each subharmonic frequency. 249

All the results reported in the following refer to the maximum 250

errors obtained by using the random variation of the initial 251

phase. 252

The simulation outputs are provided in Figs. 3 and 4 where 253

the mean absolute values of εg and εcsg evaluated over 10 s are 254

reported along with their maximum values ξg and ξcsg. As a 255

general comment, it can be observed that signal processing has 256

a slightly lower impact on the evaluation of Ycsg compared to 257

Yg , being the maximum ξg greater than the maximum ξcsg. This 258

is explained by considering that, in the evaluation of Ycsg, the 259

tones at 5 and 45 Hz, introduced by the spectral leakage when 260

the analyzed time frame is not an integer multiple of the signal 261
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Fig. 3. Mean absolute value and maximum absolute value (ξg) of εg ,
introduced by the signal processing in the measurement of Yg , versus the
generated subharmonic frequency.

Fig. 4. Mean absolute value and maximum absolute value (ξcsg) of εcsg,
introduced by the signal processing in the measurement of Ycsg, versus the
generated subharmonic frequency.

period, are not included, and for this reason, the overall error is262

reduced. The maximum ξg is equal to 7.3%, and it is observed263

for fsub−h equal to 6 Hz, whereas the maximum ξcsg is 6.9%264

at 12.75 Hz. It can be noticed that, for subharmonics with265

frequencies fsub−h integer multiple of 1.25 Hz, the ξη values266

are overlapped with the mean values of |εη|. In fact, when267

s1(t) [see (5)] is composed of a fundamental tone at 50 Hz268

and a subharmonic at a frequency integer multiple of 1.25 Hz,269

the period of s1(t) can be 800 (odd multiples of 1.25 Hz)270

or 400 ms (even multiples of 1.25 Hz). In this case, a time271

frame of 200 ms corresponds to a portion of the signal of,272

respectively, a quarter or a half of the period. The DFT,273

performed on nonoverlapped and consecutive portions of a274

quarter or a half of the period, produces the same magnitude275

spectra, implying that Yη, and by extension εη, assumes a276

constant time behavior.
277

B. Case of Multiple Subharmonics278

For this second case, the simulated signal is composed of a279

fundamental tone plus two subharmonics, as described in the280

following equation:281

s1(t) = A f sin(2π f0t) + Asub−h sin(2π fsub−ht + ϕsub−h)282

+ Asub−h,out sin
(
2π fsub−h,outt+ϕsub−h,out

)
. (6)283

The fundamental tone has amplitude A f equal to 1 V284

and frequency f0 fixed at 50 Hz; the first subharmonic has285

amplitude Asub−h equal to 1% of A f , frequency fsub−h variable286

in the range [5, 45] Hz, and initial phase angle ϕsub−h randomly287

(uniform distribution) variable in the range [−π , π]. The288

Fig. 5. Mean values of |εg | and absolute maximum values ξg , introduced by
the signal processing in the measurement of Yg , when signals composed of
tones with fsub−h equal to 5 (square marker), 22 (circle marker), and 45 Hz
(diamond marker), and fsub−h,out in [0.1, 4.9] Hz range are analyzed.

Fig. 6. Mean values of |εg | and absolute maximum values ξg , introduced by
the signal processing in the measurement of Yg , when signals composed of
tones with fsub−h equal to 5 (square marker), 22 (circle marker), and 45 Hz
(diamond marker), and fsub−h,out in [0.1, 4.9] Hz range are analyzed.

second subharmonic has amplitude Asub−h,out equal to 1% of 289

A f , frequency fsub−h,out variable in the ranges [0.1, 4.9] and 290

[45.1, 49.9] Hz, and initial phase angle ϕsub−h,out randomly 291

(uniform distribution) variable in the range [−π , π]. The 292

signals are numerically generated for a time duration of 10 s, 293

and 100 initial phase angles ϕsub−h and ϕsub−h,out are extracted 294

for each subharmonic frequency. Also, in this case, all the 295

reported results refer to the maximum errors obtained by using 296

the random variation of the initial phase. For sake of brevity, 297

only results related to εg at fsub−h equal to 5, 22, and 45 Hz 298

are provided, but similar considerations also apply to εcsg and 299

different fsub−h frequencies. 300

As it can be observed in Figs. 5 and 6, even if fsub−h is 301

an integer multiple of 5 Hz, the presence of subharmonic 302

components outside the frequency range [5, 45] Hz leads 303

εg to assume mean values and oscillations different from 304

0%. The worst cases are observed for the combinations 305

with the lowest absolute value of the difference between 306

fsub−h and fsub−h,out , which are the combinations 5 Hz/4.9 Hz 307

and 45 Hz/45.1 Hz. In these cases, oscillations up to 150% are 308

found. On the contrary, the lowest variations are observed in 309

the cases where fsub−h and fsub−h,out differ the most, i.e., the 310

combinations 5 Hz/0.1 Hz, 45 Hz/0.1 Hz, and 5 Hz/49.9 Hz. 311

These results can be explained considering that the tones 312

outside the range [5, 45] Hz produce leakage that distributes 313
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TABLE I

SIMULATED ITS

along the frequency spectrum, resulting in subharmonic com-314

ponents not present in the analyzed signal. As the distance315

between the frequencies fsub−h and fsub−h,out decreases, the316

leakages produced by the component at fsub−h,out and the tone317

at fsub−h combine in an additive way, resulting in higher errors.318

IV. IMPACT OF INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS319

This section analyses, through numerical simulations, how320

an IT coupled with a PQI affects the measurement of Yg321

and Ycsg. In particular, the simulations have the main target322

of investigating the sensitivity of the IT error contributions,323

to the subharmonic measurements, with respect to the IT324

frequency response parameters. In other words, the simulations325

do not aim at accurately quantifying the error contribution of326

a specific type of IT to the measurement of subharmonics327

(performed according to [22]), but they are intended to show328

how the errors vary as the IT frequency responses change.329

The in-force standards of the IEC 61869 family dealing with330

ITs do not indicate the performance requirements for the IT331

involved in the measurement of subharmonics. In this respect,332

the only information is provided in IEC 61869-6 [33], where333

the extension of the LPVT accuracy class for measurements at334

frequencies lower than the rated one is indicated. In particular,335

in [33], for each IT accuracy class, limits for the ratio and336

phase errors, defined according to (7) and (8), at 1 Hz are337

reported338

ε( fsub−h) = kr · Vs( fsub−h) − Vp( fsub−h)

Vp( fsub−h)
(7)339

�ϕ( fsub−h) = �V s( fsub−h) − �V p( fsub−h) (8)340

where341

kr = Vp,r/Vs,r rated transformation ratio (Vp,r and Vs,r

are the rated primary and secondary volt-
ages);

Vp( fsub−h)
and Vs( fsub−h)

RMS values of the primary and secondary
harmonic voltages at frequency fsub−h;

�V p( fsub−h)
and �V s( fsub−h)

phase angles of the primary and secondary
harmonic voltage phasors at fsub−h.

342

Starting from this information, several scenarios are con-343

sidered in the simulations, as reported in Table I. In all the344

cases, the IT ratio and phase errors at 50 Hz are set to zero,345

whereas the errors at 0.1 Hz change and go from the limits346

of [33] for a 0.5 accuracy class IT to zero. As a result, in the347

various cases, the IT frequency response has two fixed points348

at 0.1 and 50 Hz. For the union of these two points, infinite349

options would have been available, but any selection would350

have been unrepresentative of all the possible IT models.351

As a result, the simplest solution—a straight line connecting352

Fig. 7. Examples of simulated IT ratio and phase error responses at
subharmonics frequencies.

the points at 0.1 and 50 Hz—is chosen. While remaining 353

completely general and not at all representative of any specific 354

IT model, this option allows meeting the IEC 61869-6 [33] 355

error limits. Some examples of the response of the simulated 356

ITs at subharmonic frequencies are provided in Fig. 7. 357

It is worth noting that the numerical simulations described 358

in this section have been run by considering all the possible 359

combinations of the following: 360

1) IT frequency response according to Table I; 361

2) frequency and phase of the subharmonic inside the range 362

[5, 45] Hz, according to (5); 363

3) frequency and phase of the subharmonic inside the 364

ranges ]0, 5[ and ]45, 50[ Hz, according to (6). 365

However, since there are a number of variables in this analysis, 366

for sake of clarity toward the reader, the results are presented 367

in various steps, and in each step, some variables have a fixed 368

value. 369

A. Case of a Single Subharmonic 370

In analogy to Section III-A, even with the presence of a 371

simulated IT, the case of a single subharmonic is first ana- 372

lyzed. Here, all the possible combinations of: 1) IT frequency 373

response according to Table I and 2) frequency and phase of 374

the subharmonic inside the range [5, 45] Hz, according to 375

(5), are considered. The IT error contributions are evaluated 376

according to the IT-PI (4) introduced in Section II. 377

The main outcomes of this simulation are listed in the 378

following and summarized in Table II. 379

As a first result, it is evidenced that, for fsub−h integer 380

multiple of 5 Hz and for any combination of the IT ratio and 381

phase error, the PI εg and εcsg assume the same values of the 382

IT ratio error at fsub−h with a constant time behavior. 383

For �ϕ(0.1 Hz) equal to 0 rad and any value of ε(0.1 Hz), 384

the indices εg and εcsg do not oscillate over time, and they are 385

overlapped with the IT ratio errors. 386

On the contrary, for �ϕ(0.1 Hz) different from 0 rad, the 387

indices εg and εcsg assume mean values equal to the IT ratio 388

errors but show an oscillating time behavior with a maximum 389

absolute value up to seven times the IT ratio error. 390

For sake of clarity, Figs. 8 and 9 show, respectively, ξg and 391

ξcsg resulting from these simulations only in some specific 392

conditions listed in the following. 393

1) ε(0.1 Hz) is fixed at −1%. 394
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TABLE II

IMPACT OF ITS ON SUBHARMONICS MEASUREMENT: MAIN RESULTS OF
THE SIMULATIONS WITH ONE SUBHARMONIC TONE

Fig. 8. Maximum error (ξg) introduced by linear ITs, with different phase
error responses, in the measurement of Yg versus the generated subharmonic
frequencies.

Fig. 9. Maximum error (ξcsg) introduced by linear ITs, with different phase
error responses, in the measurement of Ycsg versus the generated subharmonic
frequencies.

2) Just four values of �ϕ(0.1 Hz), the two cases that lead to395

the maximum and the minimum errors and two middle396

points, are shown.397

In Figs. 8 and 9, looking to a particular value of fsub−h on the398

horizontal axis, an increase in the values of ξg and ξcsg can be399

observed when �ϕ(0.1 Hz) increases.400

The maximum values of ξg and ξcsg are 7.8% and 4.7%, and401

they are observed for fsub−h equal to 6 and 13 Hz, respectively,402

and for �ϕ(0.1 Hz) equal to – π /4.403

TABLE III

SIMULATED ITS USED IN THE CASE OF MULTIPLE SUBHARMONICS

B. Case of Multiple Subharmonics 404

In analogy to Section III-B, the case of multiple subharmon- 405

ics is then analyzed. Here, all the possible combinations of: 1) 406

IT frequency response according to Table I; 2) frequency and 407

phase of the subharmonic inside the range [5, 45] Hz, accord- 408

ing to (5); and 3) frequency and phase of the subharmonic 409

inside the ranges ]0, 5[ and ]45, 50[ Hz, according to (6), are 410

been considered. 411

For sake of clarity, the results are presented in three steps. 412

In the first step, the analysis is carried out in the following 413

conditions. 414

ξg = ξcsg = εg = εcsg = ε(15 Hz) (9) 415

1) fsub−h is fixed to 15 Hz, that is, a tone included in both 416

Yg and Ycsg. The reason for this choice comes from the 417

fact that, with the sole presence of this subharmonic, 418

according to Figs. 8 and 9, at 15 Hz, the following 419

condition applies: 420

2) This means that εg and εcsg do not oscillate and are 421

equal to ε(15 Hz). This, in turn, implies that it is 422

possible to evaluate the oscillations introduced by the 423

sole subharmonic outside the range [5, 45] Hz. 424

3) Three different ITs are considered and shown in 425

Table III. In fact, since Section IV-A highlights that the 426

IT phase error �ϕ( fsub−h) represents the most critical 427

element for the PIs, here, ε(0.1 Hz) is constant and 428

equal to −1%. �ϕ(0.1 Hz) has three different values 429

that include the limit value for a phase error of [33]. 430

4) The frequency and phase of the subharmonic inside the 431

ranges ]0, 5[ and ]45, 50[ Hz, according to (6), are 432

variable. 433

Due to the presence of such a subharmonic tone, the signals 434

considered in this step have a periodicity that is not an integer 435

submultiple of the 200-ms analyzed time frame. This fact leads 436

εg and εcsg to oscillate and have a mean value different from 437

ε(15 Hz). In other words, (9) does not apply anymore. 438

Figs. 10 and 11 show, respectively, ξg and ξcsg for the three 439

simulated ITs (see Table III); they also show the absolute value 440

of the IT ratio error |ε(15 Hz)| = 0.7%, equal for all the three 441

simulated ITs. 442

As it can be observed, ξg and ξcsg strongly depend on 443

the phase errors of the simulated IT. When subharmonics 444

in the [0.1, 4.9] Hz range are present [see Fig. 10(a) and 11(a)], 445

the following maximum values of ξg and ξcsg are found. 446

1) ξg = 22.1% and ξcsg = 14.3% for ITA. 447

2) ξg = 6.3% and ξcsg = 4.6% for ITB. 448

3) ξg = 3.6% and ξcsg = 2.7% for ITC. 449
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Fig. 10. Maximum error (ξg) introduced by linear ITs, with different phase
error responses, when signals composed of tones with fsub−h equal to 15 Hz
and fsub−h_out in (a) [0.1, 4.9] Hz range and (b) [45.1, 49.9] Hz range are
analyzed.

Fig. 11. Maximum error (ξcsg) introduced by linear ITs, with different phase
error responses, when signals composed of tones with fsub−h equal to 15 Hz
and fsub−h_out in (a) [0.1, 4.9] Hz range and (b) [45.1, 49.9] Hz range are
analyzed.

It can be noticed that ξg and ξcsg also strongly depend on450

the fsub−h,out values. By the comparison of Fig. 10(a) with451

Fig. 10(b), and Fig. 11(a) with Fig. 11(b), it can be observed452

that the maximum values of ξg and ξcsg decrease between 70% 453

and 80% when subharmonics in the [45.1, 49.9] Hz range are 454

present instead of the subharmonics in the [0.1, 4.9] Hz range. 455

In fact, for instance, looking at Fig. 10(a) and (b), for the ITA, 456

the maximum values of ξg are 21.8% and 3.2%, respectively. 457

Looking at Fig. 11(a) and (b), for the ITA, the maximum values 458

of ξcsgare 14.3% and 4.1%. 459

In general, we can observe the following. 460

1) For fsub−h,out < 5 Hz [see Fig. 10(a) and 11(a)], both ξg 461

and ξcsg are greater than |ε(15 Hz)|, and moreover, ξg is 462

greater than ξcsg. 463

2) Instead, for fsub−h,out > 45 Hz, ξcsg is always greater 464

than |ε(15 Hz)| [see Fig. 11(b)], whereas ξg is lower 465

than |ε(15 Hz)| for some frequencies [see Fig. 10(b)]. 466

In order to understand these results, first, we have to consider 467

that the errors of the simulated ITs in the range ]0, 5[ Hz 468

are higher (in absolute value) than the errors in the range ]45, 469

50[ Hz. This condition, anyway, is generally valid for all the 470

ITs for power system applications. 471

Therefore, with a fsub−h,out < 5 Hz, the spectral leakages 472

at the primary and secondary sides of the IT significantly 473

differ among themselves, and this leads the errors εg and εcsg 474

to increase. Instead, with a fsub−h,out > 45 Hz, the spectral 475

leakages at the primary and secondary sides of the IT are 476

very similar, and this leads the errors εg and εcsg to decrease. 477

Moreover, since the components at fsub−h,out < 5 Hz 478

produce a more significant leakage in the first portion of 479

the [5, 45] Hz range, ξcsg is lower than ξg because Ycsg 480

does not include the 5-Hz tone. Similarly, the components at 481

fsub−h,out > 45 Hz has a stronger influence on the last portion 482

of [5, 45] Hz range and, for this reason, ξcsg is higher than ξg . 483

In the second step, the analysis is carried out in the 484

following conditions. 485

1) fsub−h,out is fixed to 4.9 Hz. In fact, from the analysis 486

of the results of all the numerical simulations, the worst 487

case resulted in the combination of two subharmonics: 488

one with fsub−h = 6 Hz and one with fsub−h,out = 489

4.9 Hz. For sake of clarity, this particular condition is not 490

presented before, but it is considered in the following. 491

2) An IT having �ϕ(0.1 Hz) = −π /4 rad and ε(0.1 Hz) = 492

−30% (−30% and −π /4 rad are the limits of [33] for 493

a class 0.5 IT) is considered. As in the previous point, 494

this case produced the worst results. Again, for sake of 495

clarity, this particular condition is not presented before, 496

but it is considered in the following. 497

3) The frequency and phase of the subharmonic inside the 498

range [5, 45] Hz are variable. 499

Fig. 12 shows the behavior of ξg and the mean value of |εg| 500

when fsub−h varies. The behavior of ξcsg and the mean value 501

of |εcsg| are not shown since they are lower than, respectively, 502

ξg and the mean value of |εg|. 503

As it can be observed, the maximum value of ξg is equal 504

to 54.5%, and it is found when fsub−h is equal to 6 Hz. 505

In the third step, the analysis is carried out in the following 506

conditions. 507

1) fsub−h and fsub−h,out are fixed to, respectively, 6 and 508

4.9 Hz. This choice is made since, from the results of 509
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Fig. 12. ξg (dotted line), mean value of the maximum absolute value of εg
(circle marker), and mean value of the absolute value of ε(0.1 Hz) (square
marker) measured when the signal has a tone at fsub−h,out = 4.9 Hz and
another one at fsub−h in the [5, 45] Hz range.

Fig. 13. Maximum value of ξg versus IT ratio and phase errors at 0.1 Hz.

the first and second steps, this particular combination510

gives the worst error condition.511

2) ε(0.1 Hz) and �ϕ(0.1 Hz) are variables in the ranges512

shown in Table I.513

Fig. 13 shows the behavior of ξg versus ε(0.1 Hz) and514

�ϕ(0.1 Hz). We can observe the following.515

1) The maximum value of ξg is 54.5%, obtained for516

ε(0.1 Hz) = −30% and �ϕ(0.1 Hz) = −π /4 rad.517

2) ξg is equal to 0% when ε(0.1 Hz) = 0% and518

�ϕ(0.1 Hz) = 0 rad.519

3) ξg is lower than 10% when |ε(0.1 Hz)| < 9.5% and520 ∣∣�ϕ(0.1 Hz)
∣∣ < 62 mrad.521

4) ξg is lower than 3% when |ε(0.1 Hz)| < 2% and522 ∣∣�ϕ(0.1 Hz)
∣∣ < 30 mrad.523

C. Comments on the Results of the Numerical Analysis524

Sections IV-A and IV-B have analyzed, through numerical525

simulations, the impact on the measurement of subharmonics526

in the range [5, 45] Hz, in compliance with [22], of the527

frequency response parameters of linear ITs, compliant with528

the IEC 61869 standard family. The main outcomes of the529

simulations are summarized in the following.530

1) When the IT phase error is different from zero in531

the [0.1, 49.9] Hz frequency range, it introduces time-532

varying errors εg and εcsg.533

2) The maximum absolute values of εg and εcsg(ξg and534

ξcsg) strongly depend on the IT phase error responses,535

whereas their mean values depend on the IT ratio errors.536

TABLE IV

RATED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANALYZED VTS

Fig. 14. Block diagram of the generation and measurement setup for the
MV VT under test.

3) The amplitude of ξg and ξcsg can dramatically increase 537

when the IT is supplied also with subharmonics in the 538

[0.1, 4.9] Hz frequency range. In this case, the observed 539

ξg are always greater than ξcsg, and the maximum errors 540

are found for the combination of the tones at fsub−h 541

equal to 6 Hz and fsub−h,out equal to 4.9 Hz. 542

4) On the contrary, the presence of subharmonics in the 543

[45.1, 49.9] Hz range in the IT input signal has a 544

lower impact on εg and εcsg compared to the case of 545

subharmonics in the [0.1, 4.9] Hz range. 546

V. MEASUREMENT SETUP 547

Several commercial VTs were tested in order to quantify 548

the impact of VTs on the measurement of subharmonics and 549

give experimental evidence of the main results shown in 550

Section IV. However, for sake of brevity, in the following, 551

only the results related to two commercial VTs (one inductive 552

VT and one LPVT based on capacitive sensing technology) for 553

MV phase to ground measurement applications are shown. 554

The VTs’ main features are summarized in Table IV. The 555

generation and measurement setup are shown in Fig. 14. 556

The reference voltage signal to be applied to the VTs under 557

test is provided by an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) 558

National Instrument (NI) PCI eXtension for Instrumentation 559

(PXI) 5422 (16 bit, variable output gain, ±12-V output range, 560

200-MHz maximum sampling rate, and 256-MB onboard 561

memory). The AWG generates a 4-MHz clock that is used 562

to derive the sampling clock; this allows obtaining coherent 563

sampling, thus avoiding spectral leakage. Acquisition of the 564

primary and secondary waveforms of the VT under test has 565

been performed through the data acquisition board PXIe- 566

6124 (±10 V, 16 bit, and maximum sampling rate: 4 MHz). 567
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Fig. 15. (a) Ratio errors and (b) phase errors of the inductive VT (circle
marker) and the LPVT (square marker) under test.

Waveforms have been sampled with a 10-kHz rate obtained568

through oversampling in order to reduce the impact of noise.569

The output of the AWG is connected to an HV power amplifier570

(NF HVA4321, up to 10 kV, from 0 Hz up to 30 kHz) feeding571

the VT under test. Primary voltages are scaled by an Ohm-572

Labs KV-10A HV divider (HVD) with a ratio of 1000 V/V.573

The ratio and phase error of the HVD from 0 up to 50 Hz are574

below 105 μV/V and 120 μrad with an extended uncertainty575

(level of confidence 95%) of 50 μV/V and 50 μrad. The576

uncertainty of ratio error includes the amplitude nonlinearity577

contribution equal to 30 μV/V.578

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS579

This section discusses the experimental tests performed580

on the two considered VTs. The same test signals used in581

Sections III and IV are generated through the measurement582

setup presented in Section V.583

A. Characterization of VTs at Subharmonic Frequencies584

In Fig. 15, the ratio [see Fig. 15(a)] and phase [see585

Fig. 15(b)] errors are shown for the LPVT and the inductive586

VT under test.587

In this characterization, the test waveform is composed of588

the fundamental tone at 50 Hz and the rated amplitude with589

a single superimposed subharmonic with a fixed amplitude590

of 3% and a frequency variable in the range [0.5, 49.5] Hz.591

This is called the FS test (fundamental plus one subharmonic).592

The evaluation of ratio and phase errors is performed over an593

integer number of periods of the FS signal in nonoverlapped594

Fig. 16. LPVT: the maximum absolute value of the interharmonic group
(ξg), the maximum absolute value of the centered interharmonic subgroup
(ξcsg), and the ratio error at the second subharmonic frequency (ε at 10 Hz)
from (a) 0.5 to 4.5 Hz and (b) 45.5 to 49.5 Hz.

time frames [34]. This test aims at providing the low-frequency 595

characterization of the transformer under test; in fact, the 596

obtained ratio and phase errors can be assumed as the reference 597

performance of the VTs under test when they are used to 598

measure voltage subharmonics in the frequency range [0.5, 599

49.5] Hz. In these tests, the following conditions apply: 1) 600

there is only one subharmonic tone and 2) the spectral analysis 601

is performed over a time frame that represents an integer 602

number of the signal period. This implies that the amplitude of 603

the single subharmonic tone is practically coincident with Yg 604

and Ycsg, and so ε, εg , and εcsg have the same value. As it can 605

be seen, the ratio and phase errors of the inductive VT under 606

test range from −0.4% at 0.5 Hz up to 0.1% at 49.5 Hz and 607

from 20 mrad at 0.5 Hz up to 4 mrad at 4 Hz, respectively, 608

so having a quite flat behavior, compared to its accuracy class 609

error limits. The ratio and phase errors of the LPVT under 610

test range from 9.7% at 0.5Hz up to 0.1% at 49.5Hz and from 611

338 mrad at 0.5 Hz up to −19.5 mrad at 15 Hz, respectively, 612

so having a worse behavior, with respect to its accuracy class 613

error limits. 614

B. Performance of the VTs Under Test in Presence of Two 615

Subharmonics 616

Figs. 16 and 17 show ξg and ξcsg in different test con- 617

ditions. The test waveform is composed of the fundamental 618

tone at 50 Hz and rated amplitude, and two superimposed 619

subharmonic tones. The first subharmonic is fixed at 10 Hz 620

and has an amplitude equal to 3% of the fundamental tone. 621

The second subharmonic has the same amplitude (3%) and 622

frequency variable in the ranges [0.5, 4.5] and [45.5, 49.5] Hz. 623
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Fig. 17. Inductive VT: the maximum absolute value of the interharmonic
group (ξg), the maximum absolute value of the centered interharmonic
subgroup (ξcsg), and the ratio error at the second subharmonic frequency (ε
at 10 Hz) from (a) 0.5 to 4.5 Hz and (b) 45.5 to 49.5 Hz.

Figs. 16 and 17 also report the ratio error ε(10 Hz) of624

the VTs, evaluated by considering a time frame equal to625

an integer number of periods of the signal (so considering626

also the periodicity of the fundamental and of the additional627

subharmonic tone).628

Figs. 16(a) and (b) show ξg and ξcsg for the LPVT when the629

second subharmonic tone frequency fsub−h,out varies, respec-630

tively, in the ranges [0.5, 4.5] and [45.5, 49.5] Hz. As it can be631

seen, there is a remarkable difference between ε(10 Hz) and632

the indexes ξg and ξcsg. In fact, it results in that ε(10 Hz) =633

4% [in Fig. 16(a) and (b)], whereas the following holds.634

1) ξg ranges from 8.5% when fsub−h,out = 1 Hz down to635

5.7% when fsub−h,out = 4.5 Hz [see Fig. 16(a)].636

2) ξg ranges from 2.5% when fsub−h,out = 46.5 Hz up to637

4% when fsub−h,out = 49.5 Hz [see Fig. 16(b)].638

3) ξcsg ranges from 7.5% when fsub−h,out = 0.5 Hz down639

to 4.6% when fsub−h,out = 4.5 Hz [see Fig. 16(a)].640

4) ξcsg ranges from 4.5% when fsub−h,out = 45.5 Hz down641

to 3.9% when fsub−h,out = 47.5 Hz [see Fig. 16(b)].642

It is worth noting that ξg and ξcsg behave differently in the643

two different frequency ranges, in accordance to the simulation644

results discussed in Section IV.645

Fig. 17(a) and (b) shows the measured ξg and ξcsg for the646

inductive VT when the second subharmonic tone frequency647

fsub−h,out varies, respectively, in the ranges [0.5, 4.5] and [45.5,648

49.5] Hz. Also here, there is a difference between ε(10 Hz)649

and the indexes ξg and ξcsg. In fact, it results in that ε(10 Hz)650

is about −0.2% [in Fig. 17(a) and (b)], whereas the following651

holds.652

1) ξg ranges from 0.4% when fsub−h,out = 0.5 Hz down to 653

0.15% when fsub−h,out = 4.5 Hz [see Fig. 17(a)]. 654

2) ξg ranges from 0.2% when fsub−h,out = 45.5 Hz up to 655

0.3% when fsub−h,out = 49.5 Hz [see Fig. 17(b)]. 656

3) ξcsg ranges from 0.38% when fsub−h,out = 0.5 Hz down 657

to 0.14% when fsub−h,out = 4.5 Hz [see Fig. 17(a)]. 658

4) ξcsg ranges from 0.22% when fsub−h,out = 45.5 Hz down 659

to 0.35% when fsub−h,out = 46.5 Hz [see Fig. 17(b)]. 660

For the inductive VT under test, which has a quite flat ratio 661

and phase errors (compared to the limits of its accuracy class), 662

as shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b), the difference between ξg and 663

ξcsg is negligible. 664

As a general comment on the experimental results, they 665

mainly show that there are cases in which the errors introduced 666

by a VT in the measurement of the first interharmonic group 667

(ξg or ξcsg) are equal to twice the errors of the same VT 668

obtained through the laboratory characterization procedure 669

(ratio error ε). This result is observed for all the tested VTs, 670

even if here only two VTs are presented for sake of brevity 671

and clarity. It is worthwhile noting that this result is here 672

observed for two VTs based on different operating principles 673

and different low-frequency responses. In fact, for the LPVT, 674

|ε(10 Hz)| is equal to 4%, whereas ξg reaches 8.5%. In the 675

same test conditions, the inductive VT has |ε(10 Hz)| equal 676

to 0.2%, whereas ξg reaches 0.4%. 677

These results imply that, with the signal processing sug- 678

gested by [22], it is not possible to compensate for VT 679

errors by using the frequency response data measured dur- 680

ing laboratory characterization. Instead, the use of different 681

DFT windows [30] or measurement techniques [31], [32] 682

that reduce or avoid spectral leakage would ensure that the 683

maximum VT error ξg coincides with the ratio error |ε|. As a 684

result, in these cases, more accurate measurements of the 685

power system subharmonics could be obtained by correcting 686

for the VT ratio error at subharmonics frequency, which would 687

represent a systematic error. 688

VII. CONCLUSION 689

This article has analyzed from a numerical and an experi- 690

mental point of view the performance of VTs when used to 691

measure subharmonics in compliance with the international 692

standards IEC 61869 family and IEC 61000-4-7. 693

The main outcomes of the work can be summarized as 694

follows. 695

1) For the evaluation of the performance of the IT at 696

subharmonic frequencies, extensions (εg and εcsg) of 697

the definition of the ratio error (ε), including the inter- 698

harmonic group (Yg) and the centered interharmonic 699

subgroup (Ycsg), have been proposed. 700

2) According to IEC 61000-4-7 suggestions and consid- 701

ering the case of power frequency constant and equal 702

to 50 Hz, Yg and Ycsg, and consequently also εg and 703

εcsg, must be evaluated over time frames of 200 ms. 704

This causes εg and εcsg to have a not constant time 705

behavior when subharmonics having a period not equal 706

to an integer submultiple of 200 ms are present in the 707

signal. 708
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3) For this reason, the maximum absolute values of εg and709

εcsg are always higher than the ratio error of the IT710

(supposing to evaluate the ratio error over a time frame711

integer multiple of the signal period). In presence of712

subharmonics in the range [5, 45] Hz ([10, 40] Hz), the713

value of εg (εcsg) averaged over time is equal to the ratio714

error.715

4) In the presence also of subharmonics outside the range716

[5, 45] Hz, εg and εcsg strongly increase, and their value,717

even averaged over time, is higher than the ratio error718

of the IT.719

5) Experimental test of commercial VTs (inductive and low720

power) has shown that εg and εcsg can double the value721

of the ratio error at subharmonic frequencies.722

Particularly, this last point induces a concluding remark. The723

performance of a VT at subharmonic frequencies is generally724

worse than that at power frequency. Therefore, for accurate725

subharmonic measurements according to IEC 61000-4-7, par-726

ticular attention should be paid to the choice of the accuracy727

class to avoid an excessive loss of accuracy at low frequencies.728
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